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“Ugh, as if!” - Frida Kahlo 

Although she wasn’t your average Beverly Hills blonde, Frida Kahlo could have shocked us all had she been cast as
fictional queen bee Cher Horowitz in the ‘90s cult classic film, Clueless. Two sides of the same coin, Horowitz and
Kahlo explore feminism, misogyny, and intersectionality through contrasting identities and perspectives. Kahlo’s
fiery, unapologetic depictions of her deviation from the feminine norm not only highlight her astounding talents and
unique ability to speak her own truths, but also showcase the powerful Mexican heritage that is so essential to her
character. On the other hand, our beloved Cher, the epitome of Californian teen culture, ultimately reforms herself
into a selfless yet powerful feminist and uses her high school socialite status to promote volunteerism and personal
growth for all. The juxtaposition of these two feminist figures highlights the timeless struggle of battling the status
quo.

I have always been awestruck by how Frida Kahlo vividly paints her own reality—both literally and metaphorically.
No matter how many directions critics take to interpret the loops in Kahlo’s cursive captions or the chartreuse hues
decorating her canvases, she alone, with her passionate disposition and vibrant array of oil paints, holds the power to
communicate her forward ideals. Kahlo was well aware that la lengua no tiene hueso, pero corta lo más grueso—
words are more powerful than weapons. Kahlo’s double-edged sword was her technique, transforming the struggles
of a tortured, oppressed life with severe disability, illness, and heartbreak into raw artistic passion. Kahlo, a queer
woman of color, knew that as frightening as wrestling the patriarchy for change was, nothing could possibly be more
terrifying than remaining where our world was, or even where it is right now. We can’t stand for the media’s assertion
that we live in a post-feminist society. Such an assumption would immediately invalidate the perspectives of millions
of women— women like myself, Kahlo, and Horowitz. In the words of Horowitz (and now Kahlo), “Ugh, as if!”
Countless feminist movements are dismissed as inferior, feeble-minded women just spreading propaganda. Protesting
and combating these misogynistic biases are the only ways to minimize the oppressive, persistent, and pervasive
violence women constantly face. Unfortunately, this held true for Kahlo and Horowitz, currently holds true for me,
and will undoubtedly continue to hold true for millions of women to come. 

Kahlo’s fearlessness in tackling gender roles and the stigma around feminism, while quite admirable, does not exempt
her from possessing forms of privilege. Even though she experienced oppression through her disabilities, illnesses,
race, and gender, she still obtained certain privileges in her life. This historical diva was thin, witty, and middle class,
identities that allowed her to easily invest in the artistic equipment that was the key to her self-expressive success.
Her distinctive looks allowed her to use her physical characteristics to her advantage, instead of conforming to
society’s bland expectations of conventional beauty. Clueless stud Cher Horowitz was oppressed by the “dumb
blonde” stereotype, but was privileged by her race, elite social class, sexual orientation, and Eurocentric beauty.
Various levels of oppression and privilege intersect, coalescing into the lived experiences of those in our
communities. Society tends to uphold strong biases towards traits of the majority rather than focusing on self-
reflection and internal growth. This has always been our downfall and has correlated with mental health issues, social
injustices, and has deepened the divide between races and cultures, allowing for a heightened sense of racism and
xenophobia. 

Regardless of how it’s commonly portrayed in tabloids, intersectional feminism strives towards a more just future for



all. As stated by Adrienne Maree Brown,“Things are not getting worse. They are getting uncovered. We must hold
each other tight as we continue to pull back the veil.” This incredibly poignant statement applies to the many social
movements of today, including the widespread growth of intersectional feminism and the empowerment of previously-
silenced minorities. As a Muslim woman of color in the United States today, I’ve noticed that white feminism has the
tendency to speak for Muslim women, instead of supporting and uplifting them; the experiences white, heterosexual
women face cannot be generalized to those with different identities. Similarly, Muslim women are often discussed by
American press as incapable damsels in distress, even though we are rarely given the opportunity to discuss our
oppression with our own authentic voices. 

In order to include white feminists in this narrative, they need to reflect on their preexisting ideas about women of
color, faith, and identities. This change in perspective will help bridge the gap between our differing cultures. The
concealed prejudice in first-wave and second-wave feminism is old news. Intersectional feminism empowers 
different perspectives with the same sense of validity and honesty, regardless of overlapping experiences and varying
degrees of circumstantial inequalities. Misattributing Horowitz’s quote shows how white feminism can silence
intersectional identities and highlights the impacts of both women in modern feminism. Whether they manifest
themselves as bubbly Horowitz’s or fervent Kahlo’s, women everywhere can finally reclaim their identities and turn
their backs to the patriarchy with a confident, “Ugh, as if!”


